About Pokepoint™
Celebrate and inspire greatness. Pokepoint™ is an app that makes it easy and fun to inspire human momentum and greatness through positive pokes of appreciation. See www.pokepoint.com

We have very recently added a feature we call #channels which basically is a way to group users into dedicated environments (e.g. for companies, conferences, schools, non-profit organizations etc.).

Short task description
Create a smart reporting feature which allows the channel administrators to press a button inside the channel settings of the app that, based on the SQL database, generates a PDF report and/or an organized Excel data sheet.

Task motivation
The reporting feature will allow the channel administrators (representing HR, conferences, non-profit organizations etc.) to gather intelligence based on the activity within the channels. The intelligence can be used for optimizing their organizations/events. A conference organizer, for example, could – through pokes given/received – at a glance see which attendees or perhaps speakers are considered highly entertaining, inspiring, passionate etc. which might be helpful when organizing the next conference or optimizing the ongoing conference.

Conditions
Any outcomes produced by the student team under and within the framework of the Software Project and any transferable intellectual property rights related thereto, incl. all the economic rights of the author and rights to protect intellectual property are transferred to Pokepoint IVS from the moment of creating them.

A 'reporting button' is placed inside the settings of the channels

Pressing the 'reporting button' results in various cool and beneficial reporting views. We are keen to have network maps (Social Network Analysis), leaderboards etc. just as we are very interested in learning which reporting views and ideas the students might come up with.
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Contact: Malthe Bruun Ludvigsen (CEO), malthe.ludvigsen@pokepoint.com, +45 2143 9509